The first characterisation of the overall variability of repetitive units in a species reveals unexpected features of satellite DNA.
We investigated the overall variability of the S1a satellite DNA repeats in ten European populations of Rana temporaria by a new procedure that determines the average sequence of the repeats in a genome. The average genomic sequences show that only 17% of the S1a repeat sequence (494 bp) is variable. The variable positions contain the same major and minor bases in all or many of the population samples tested, but the percentages of these bases can greatly vary among populations. This indicates the presence in the species of an enormous number of repeats having a different distribution of bases in these variable positions. Individual genomes contain thousands of repeat variants, but these mixtures have very similar characteristics in all populations because they present the same type of restricted and species-specific variability. Southern blots analyses and sequences of cloned S1a repeats fully support this conclusion. The S1 satellite DNA of other European brown frog species also presents properties indicating the same type of variability. This first characterisation of the overall repeat variability of a satellite DNA in a species has revealed features that cannot be determined by gene conversion and crossing over. Our results suggest that a specific directional process based on rolling circle amplification should play a relevant role in the evolution of satellite DNA.